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West BasinWater District
Water Conservation Lessons

Fifth Grade

All students will receive a lesson-specific water conservation lesson with the Fall Planting, Colony on
the Moon, and the general 3rd-5th water conservation lesson with the Spring planting.

� Fall Lesson Points
� Water is a finite resource here on earth—all the water the world will ever have is present—

either as salt water, fresh water in lakes and rivers, in the clouds ready to become rain or snow,
or frozen.

� Water will be even more clearly a finite resource in a Mars Colony—how ever much you take
when you leave earth is what you will have for all uses and it is only useful if it is kept fresh
and clean.

� Water conservation and protection from water pollution is critical for our health and survival,
both in Mars and on Earth.

� Spring Lesson Points
� Water is a precious resource—conserve and preserve

� Conserve everytime you use water—showers, dishes, toothbrushing, watering
� School Gardens used Drip Irrigation and Smart Irrigation timers to water only when

and how much is needed for the plants to grow
• Water early in the day to minimize evaporation
• Do not overwater—no water washing onto street or sidewalks

� PreserveWatersheds—understand that all water is part of a local watershed.
• The greater California watershed is the water that flows from the mountains

down to the coast in our state rivers and creeks—this is the basis for all of our
drinking water

• With rain or irrigation or carwashing or other outdoor uses, water flows from
streets, yards, etc. into creeks and oceans.

• Pollution or poisons in our yards or streets become pollution in our water.
• Keep our environment clean, especially don’t dump pollutants down storm drains

that flow straight to creeks and oceans.


